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“A truly isolated investigator is impossible (...). An isolated investigator without bias 
and tradition, without forces of mental society acting upon him, and without the effect 
of the evolution of that society, would be blind and thoughtless. Thinking is a 
collective activity (...). Its product is a certain picture, which is visible only to anybody 
who takes part in this social activity, or a thought which is also clear to the 
members of the collective only. What we do think and how we do see depends on 
the thought-collective to which we belong” – Ludwik Fleck, 1935
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press release 

Maureen Paley is pleased to present The Thought Style Meets The Thought 
Collective, an exhibition by Liam Gillick. This will also be the occasion of a launch 
of the new monograph, From nineteen ninety A to nineteen ninety D published by 
JRP|Ringier.

Combining works from the 1990s with new production this exhibition explores the 
way groups develop their ideas in cohesion and tension with the individual. Drawing 
on anthropologist Mary Douglas’s interpretations of sociologist Ludwik Fleck, Liam 
Gillick juxtaposes works that were produced in collective environments in the 1990s 
with new structures and a film produced alone. As such, the exhibition reflects on 
the contradictions that arise between the individual and the group in relation to the 
production of art.

The title of the exhibition refers to Fleck and Douglas’s investigation of the way a 
thought style links group members via their shared ideas, how they communicate 
and the methods they employ. These ideas affect the art’s subjectivity and are 
reflected in a series of new text works.

The exhibition comprises three rooms that are titled The Thought Style Meets The 
Thought Collective A, B and C respectively. In room 1, A broadcast from 1887 on the 
Subject of our Time - originally produced in 1996, involves a radio broadcast directed 
towards a utopian community. The audio content is taken from Edward Bellamy’s 
book Looking Backward, 1887 – which includes an account of a radio broadcast 
before the invention of the medium.

Also included in the exhibition is a deployment of the work, When Do We Need More 
Tractors? Five Plans, 1999 – where certain specific actions are outlined by the artist 
for others to fulfill. This work is combined with a new series of Discussion Platforms, 
a new neon work titled X Came to Know P, 2015 and a new film produced by the 
artist Margin Time 2 (The Heavenly Lagoon), 2013.

Margin Time 2 (The Heavenly Lagoon) is a film in four chapters, each with a specific 
soundtrack, outlined as follows: The first chapter is the sound of microprocessors 
being made in a factory in Taiwan. The second chapter is the artist Lawrence Weiner 
being interviewed in 1969 during Curator Harald Szeemann’s exhibition Live in Your 
Head: When Attitudes Become Form, describing his contribution to the exhibition: 
his removal of 1 meter by 1 meter square of wall to reveal the support behind it. The 
soundtrack for the third chapter consists of audio from the cockpit of a Boeing 737 
airplane during pre-flight checks, just prior to take-off. The final chapter is from the 
first section of L’Abécédaire de Gilles Deleuze, the eight-hour television series of 
interviews between the French philosopher Gilles Deleuze and journalist Claire 
Parnet, filmed by Pierre-André Boutang from 1988-89, where Deleuze is discussing 
‘A - For Animal’ in a heavily reverbed voice.
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individual works:

Margin Time 2 (The Heavenly Lagoon), 2013
HD single channel video
23 minutes, 30 seconds
edition 3 + 2 AP

X Came to Know P, 2015
snow white neon in three parts (to be presented on three walls)
“X” CAME TO KNOW “P” 22 x 275 cm - 8 5/8 x 108 1/4 inches
IN THE THOUGHT STYLE “S” 22 x 334 cm - 8 5/8 x 131 1/2 inches
IN THE EPOCH “E” 22 x 207 cm - 8 5/8 x 81 1/2 inches
edition 2 + 1 AP


